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Takashi Mitsuda, Ritsumeikan University
Abstract—The stiffness of a bag containing particles can be
increased by evacuating the air inside it. This stiffness-control
technology, referred to as granular jamming, has been used in
force displays. In such displays, the operator feels a
reaction-force sensation when deforming the bag with a hand
motion. The particle-containing bag can be deformed into any
shape; however, the bag cannot be converted into a thin plate.
This study proposes a sheet-like mechanism that, rather than
particles, contains piled-stretch fabrics inside a thin rubber bag.
The sheet becomes rigid after evacuating the air from the bag,
with stiffness proportional to the vacuum pressure inside the
bag as observed in the granular-jamming method. The sheet
thickness, which is determined using the number of piled-fabric
layers, is approximately in the range of 1–5 mm. The softness
and stretchability of the sheet allows it to form a spherical shape
and maintain that shape after vacuuming the inner air. This
study demonstrates the fundamental properties of a
variable-stiffness sheet and its applications in force displays.

used for controlling the stiffness of soft robotic arms [12–16]
or deformable robots [17–19].

I. INTRODUCTION
Most force displays available are robotic arms whose
joints are actuated via motors. Other types of force displays,
wherein a passive-resistance force is exerted using brakes
instead of motors, have also been studied [1, 2]. Passive force
displays are safer than conventional displays because
excessive force is not exerted, which can otherwise potentially
harm the operator. Instead of using conventional brakes, a
granular-jamming technology is used in passive force displays,
which allows for the variable-stiffness control of a
particle-containing bag by evacuating the air inside it. This
paper refers to the mechanical element that uses granular
jamming as the particle mechanical constraint (PMC). The
PMC comprises a soft plastic bag that contains particles such
as polystyrene foam beads and coffee beans. Hence, it is soft,
lightweight, and suitable for systems that interact with the
human body.
Mitsuda et al. [3] developed a wearable force display
wherein a cylindrical PMC fixed on an operator’s trunk below
the arm helps in constraining the hand motion (Fig. 1 (a)). This
display allows operators to move their hands freely in any
direction with the help of the soft, lightweight mechanism.
PMCs have also been used in other types of force displays.
Glove-type force displays help in constraining the finger
motion using PMCs fixed on or under the glove (Fig. 1 (b))
[4–6]. In tabletop-type force displays, the hand or finger
motion is constrained using PMCs that help connect the body
of the operator to the ground (Figs. 1 (c) and (d)) [7–10]. In
handheld-type force displays, a force sensation is directly
produced via the stiffness of the PMC, which the operator
grips with his/her hand (Fig. 1 (e)) [11]. PMCs have been also
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Figure 1. Force displays developed using granular-jamming technology; (a)
wearable force display, (b) glove-type display, (c) and (d) tabletop-type
displays, and (e) handheld-type display

PMCs can be deformed into various shapes, which is one
of the reasons for their wide application. However, it is
difficult to convert PMCs into a thin plate because the
particles inside the PMC are not always evenly distributed
without gaps. Because the particles freely move with the effect
of gravity, large gaps between the particles often appear inside
the bag when it is bent or is placed vertically (Fig. 2). The
spatial inhomogeneity in the particle distribution can be
prevented by equally dividing the particles using a
gas-permeable sheet [20]. However, such a separation
complicates the simple structure and otherwise easy
production process of PMCs.

Figure 2. Large gaps between particles when thin PMC is bent or is placed
vertically

Figure 3. Deformation of variable-stiffness sheet containing piled-plastic
films

To solve this limitation of PMCs, this study proposes a
variable-stiffness sheet that contains piled-stretch fabrics
instead of particles. In this study, the sheet is referred to as the
fabric-jamming sheet (FJS). As in PMCs, the stiffness of the
FJS is proportional to the inside vacuum pressure. The
thickness is determined using the number of piled fabrics, and
is approximately 1 mm when 16 mesh sheets are piled and
contained in a rubber bag.
In a similar technology, the variable-stiffness sheets
containing piled-plastic films have been used in haptic
displays [21, 22]. Recently, these sheets have been employed
in a membrane of soft robotic arms, which is referred to as
layer jamming [23, 24]. The differences between the FJS and
the layer-jamming sheet lie in their flexibility and
stretchability. The piled-plastic films used in the
layer-jamming sheet can bend only in one direction, and not in
two directions simultaneously (Fig. 3). In contrast, the piled
fabrics used in the FJS can fit on a spherical surface owing to
their stretchability. The piled-plastic films can be made to fit
on a spherical surface by employing a woven structure with
strip-shaped films [25]. The variable-stiffness plates
comprising plastic films capable of fitting on a spherical
surface have been suggested [26]. However, the deformability
of these mechanisms is limited by the size and
nonstretchability of the films.

fabric should be nonelastic. When the material is elastic, the
sheet becomes softer. However, the stiffness of the FJS using
elastic fibers is lower than that of the FJS using non-elastic
fibers. In this study, the material used for the fabric is
polyester. The FJS has the following advantageous over
PMC:
Thinness: The thickness of the FJS is determined using
the number of fabric layers. The thickness of a fabric layer
used in this study (Fig. 5 (b)) is approximately 0.04 mm. The
thicknesses of the FJS, including the rubber bags (0.34 mm),
are 0.7, 0.9, 1.7, 2.3, and 4.0 mm for the FJS containing 8, 16,
32, 48, and 96 piled-fabric layers, respectively. As mentioned
previously, it is difficult to obtain a thin PMC without having
gaps between the particles (Fig. 2). The thinness of the FJS
can help extend the range of application.
Elasticity: The developed FJS is elastic because the
fabric layers and rubber bag are stretchable. The material of
the bag used in the PMC should be nonelastic (e.g., polyvinyl
chloride). If an elastic material, such as rubber, is used in the
PMC, the elongation stiffness decreases drastically. In
contrast, the developed sheet has higher elongation stiffness
than the PMCs made of an elastic bag because the piled
fabrics adhere together and resist elongation. The maximum
elongation ratio of the FJSs developed in this study is
approximately 200% in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The elasticity allows for variable deformation without
inducing large wrinkles (Fig. 6). When a PMC made of a
nonelastic bag is bent or compressed, wrinkles appear, which
can sometimes decrease the stiffness of the PMC.
Responsiveness: The response time of the stiffness
control for both PMCs and FJS is determined using the air
capacity inside the bag as well as the vacuuming speed of the
vacuum pump. The air capacity of the FJS is lower than that
of PMCs because the FJS is thin.

In this paper, the structure and fundamental mechanical
properties of the FJS are presented. A glove-type force display
and a tabletop-type force display developed using the FJS are
presented.

Piled stretch fabrics

II. STRUCTURE
Fig. 4 shows the structure of the FJS containing the
piled-stretch fabrics. The stretch fabrics made of nonelastic
fibers (such as polyester) are piled, and subsequently, covered
with a rubber bag. The air inside the bag is evacuated through
a fixed air tube. As shown in Fig. 5 (a), the fabrics are
elongated by changing the shape of the meshes rather than
elongating the fibers of the fabric. The entire sheet
comprising piled fabrics and a rubber bag is as elastic as a
rubber sheet. When the air inside the bag is evacuated, the
atmospheric pressure helps in bonding the piled fabrics
tightly. They become hard because the deformation of the
meshes is disturbed by the friction due to adherence. The
sheet can be fixed in any shape by evacuating the inner air,
and can be released by inflating the sheet. The material of the

Air tube

Rubber bag

Figure 4. Structure of fabric-jamming sheet

horizontal stiffness of the FJS wherein the fabrics were piled
in the same direction. These results demonstrate that
alternately arranging the pile of fabrics is advantageous as the
stiffnesses are largely equal in both the directions.

(a)

In the following analyses, the FJS, wherein the
stretch-fabric layers were piled alternately in the two
orthogonal directions, were measured using the process shown
in Fig. 8.
(b)

Figure 7. Measurement of the elongation stiffness
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Figure 6. Deformation of fabric-jamming sheet. This image shows a
fabric-jamming sheet obtained by evacuating the inner air after deforming
with hand.

Figure 8. Anisotropic behavior of elongation stiffness

III. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
A. Anisotropic elongation stiffness of piled fabrics
The elongation stiffness of an FJS, comprising stretch
fabrics (width of 160 mm and depth of 160 mm) piled in the
same direction, was analyzed by measuring the reaction force
when the central part of the FJS (width of 20 mm and distance
of 30 mm) was elongated at a speed of 50 mm/min, as shown
in Fig. 7. The inside vacuum pressure was −92 kPa.
The continuous and dotted lines in Fig. 8 indicate the
stiffness of the FJS when elongated in the horizontal (see Fig.
5) and orthogonal (vertical) directions, respectively.
Anisotropic behavior was clearly observed in the elongation
stiffness—the stiffness in the horizontal direction was twice
that in the vertical direction. The broken lines in Fig. 8 indicate
the elongation stiffness of the FJS, wherein the stretch fabrics
were piled alternately in the two orthogonal directions, as
shown in Fig. 9 (b). The stiffness was largely equal to the

Figure 9. Stretch fabrics piled either in the same direction or alternately in
the two orthogonal directions

B. Number of stretch-fabric layers
Fig. 10 shows the elongation stiffnesses of the FJSs
obtained using different number of stretch-fabric layers. The
elongation stiffness of the FJSs can be increased by increasing
the number of fabric layers. The increase in stiffness was
largely proportional to the number of fabric layers, but not
when the number of layers was 48 and 96, which requires
further analysis.

13 shows the results, which indicate that the reaction force can
be controlled via the vacuum pressure inside the FJS. When an
FJS with 96 piled fabrics (as opposed to 32 piled fabrics) was
used in the force display, the reaction forces at a displacement
of 10 mm were 26.8 and 1.5 N for inner pressures of −80 kPa
and atmospheric pressure, respectively.
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Figure 12. Tabletop-type force display and reaction-force measurement
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Figure 10. Elongation stiffnesses of sheets obtained using different number
of fabric layers
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Figure 13. Reaction forces of tabletop-type force display using
fabric-jamming sheet
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Figure 11. Elongation stiffnesses of sheets with different inner vacuum
pressures

C. Inner vacuum pressure
Fig. 11 shows the elongation stiffnesses of the FJSs
obtained using 16 fabric layers at different inner pressures.
The figure shows that the stiffness increases with the increase
in the interior vacuum pressure, which is in accordance with
the PMCs.
IV. FORCE DISPLAYS
A. Tabletop-type force display
A tabletop-type force display was developed using an FJS
with 32 piled fabrics, as shown in Fig. 1 (d). The FJS was
fixed on a cylinder with a diameter of 88 mm. The reaction
force obtained by pushing the center of the FJS with a
15-mm-diameter rod was measured, as shown in Fig. 12. Fig.

B. Glove-type force display
A glove-type force display was developed using FJSs
with 32 piled fabrics. Fig. 14 shows the schematic structure of
the force display. The piled fabrics (each with a width of 15
mm and a length of 20 mm), which were serially connected
using plastic plates, were sealed in an inner latex glove and
were connected with an air tube. The inner glove was fixed
with the outer latex glove where the piled fabrics were located
on the digital joints. The stiffness and disturbed finger motion
increased by evacuating the air inside the inner glove. Fig. 15
shows the reaction force of the index finger at different
vacuum pressures when bending the finger, which is
measured as a pressure on the finger pad using a pressure
sensor (AMI3037-SB, AMI Techno co., ltd., JAPAN). A
circular sensor probe (diameter 2 cm) was fixed on the finger
pad. The measurements were repeated three times for each
vacuum pressure. Fig. 16 shows the results. As shown in the
figure, the reaction force is approximately proportional to the
inner vacuum pressure. The reaction force (i.e., pressure on

the finger pad) at atmospheric pressure is due to the elasticity
of the latex glove and FJSs, which need to be improved. In
this force display, a reaction force is exerted on all areas of the
fingers because the FJS is directly fixed on the finger. Thus,
the pressure was measured in this experiment and not the
force. The reaction force on the sensor probe is approximately
1.6 N when the pressure is 5 kPa.

the piled-mesh sheet to increase the maximum stiffness and
decrease thickness.
2. A structure should be developed that can maintain the
thinness. The thickness of the variable sheet developed in this
study was greater when the inner air pressure was at
atmospheric levels than when it was at vacuum levels because
the piled-stretch fabrics are fluffy. This larger thickness leads
to increased air capacity and reduced response speed.

Variable stiffness sheets
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